Background: Health care provision is facing significant burden due to osteoarthritis, which is the most common condition affecting synovial joints. Osteoarthritis of the knee causes substantial pain and disability, especially in the elderly.
INTRODUCTION
of knee osteoarthritis on gait, self-reported disability, observed disability, and patient's global assessment of effect. These outcome measures are recommended fo articles that involve patients with OA of the knee [25] .
Health care provision are facing additional burden from ageing adults because osteoarthritis is the most prevalent condition affecting synovial joints leading to substantial pain and disability which is most commonly present in ageing adults [1] . Prevalence increases with age [2, 3] . In recent treatment guidelines for OA of the knee [4, 5] , exercise therapy is considered to be an important no pharmacologic treatment approach. The goal of exercise therapy in OA patients is to reduce pain and disability. In order to achieve this, exercise therapy aims at the improvement of muscle strength, stability of joints, range of motion, and aerobic fitness. These functions are frequently impaired in patients with OA, presumably contributing to pain and disability [6] . Improving these functions is assumed to result in a reduction of pain and disability. In addition, exercise therapy aims directly at reduction of disability, e.g., through corrections of the walking pattern [7] . Various articles have been published including previous studies, but later on several new studies on exercise therapy in OA patients have been published [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . These newly published studies were not included in previous reviews [7, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , so need arises to include new articles. Furthermore, the methodology for reviews of the literature has evolved considerably [20] [21] [22] . Current methodology requires several explicit and systematic steps to be made in conducting reviews of the literature. These steps are a systematic search of the literature [23] , selection of studies based on explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria, assessment of methodologic quality [24] , and systematic approach toward data extraction and data analysis. Neither the treatment guidelines nor the previously published reviews satisfy the current methodologic requirements for literature reviews. Therefore, considerable improvement can be made by summarizing the evidence available on exercise therapy in OA of the knee by 1) including newly published articles, and 2) applying presently required review methodology. Our objective was to determine the effectiveness of exercise therapy in patients with OA of the knee, based on a systematic review of the evidence from various articles. We focused on the effects Literature searchs Data selection process: A systematic literature search was performed using PUBMED, CINAHL, EBSCO and Willes library databases. Reference sections of the papers initially detected were further searched manually to identify additional relevant reports. Among the resulting abstracts, only articles dealing with knee OA and reporting at least one of the criteria for gait analysis were selected (feasibility, reliability, validity and responsiveness). As well as articles including any of criteria for ageing individuals were also included. The search was conducted using the following combination of keywords: knee osteoarthritis, gait analysis, ageing individuals, motion gait, kinematic gait or walking analysis. Restrictions were languages other than English. Electromyography or kinetic studies, reports of ambulatory or non-optoelectronic gait systems, review articles and editorials were excluded. Data extraction: A predetermined grid was used to collect data for each selected article based on reviewing the full text. Information systematically extracted the following information from the included studies: localization (knee), study design, baseline characteristics of patients (age, sex, BMI, occupation, other co-morbid condition), X-ray grades (by Kellgren and Lawrence grading scale). Because of the large number of available kinematic parameters, only the following describers of gait (stride length, gait speed, joint flexion and extension) were studied. Accuracy of data and study methodology were also included in article review procedure. similar results in ageing (126 patients) and knee OA (598 patients). Results from 16 studies comparing gait speed and stride length in knee [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and ageing population [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . OA patients with those in healthy subjects indicated a good discriminant capacity, with markedly reduced gait speed (mean relative reduction 13 to 14%) and reduced stride length (mean relative reduction 8%). In knee OA patients (six studies), knee flexion during walking was decreased in patients compared to healthy subjects (mean relative reduction 18%) [14] [15] [16] 20, 32, 33] . In elderly OA patients (three studies), conflicting results were found for hip flexion but hip extension was also significantly reduced [25, 27, 28] .
Responsiveness: Six studies [13, 19, 20, 34, 35] evaluating knee OA patients reported results concerning responsiveness. 
RESULTS

Data selection process:
DISCUSSION
The major increase in the use of 3D gait analysis during the past decade has followed the technological advances in collecting gait parameters. K inematic data will allow physicians to obtain and process accurate objective measurements of sophisticated movement such as human walking. Henceforth, one of the main challenges today is no longer how to measure data that quantifies human walking but how to use this information so that it can be of clinical benefit. There is still considerable controversy concerning the use of motion analysis as a tool for clinical decisionmaking in OA, including the difficulty of interpreting large amounts of information [24] and the limited of validation to date. Indeed, in this systematic literature search, few data were available concerning validity of articles properties in particular reliability and construct validity. On the other hand, discriminant capacity (difference between OA patients and healthy subjects) is demonstrated and responsiveness seems to be satisfactory. In the present study, similar results have been found between ageing and knee patients for all psychometric properties of kinematic parameters. Therefore, this technique could be applied in both diseases. 3D gait analysis presents feasibility issues, with long procedure lowers limbs is now warranted. Our study finding suggest findings of having gait affection more marked in older adults, which was supported by result of having higher grading of affection in relatively younger individual have shown less affection because of high functionality level, while in compare to that older individuals with less arthritic changes has also shown more impairment in functionality because of low occupational needs [33] [34] [35] .
In conclusion, our systemic review finding shows alteration in temporo-spastial parameters of gait which is more provoked because of increasing age. In the future, gait analysis as a noninvasive aid to clinical assessment could become an important clinical method of functional assessment in knee OA as well as arthritic changes taking place due to age. However, on the basis of the present systematic literature search, the available data concerning validity and reliability are clearly insufficient to consider kinematic parameters as quantifiable outcome measures in OA. Further, gait analysis studies evaluating a large number of patients and using filter criteria are needed. and expensive systems. Kinematic analysis takes around 30 minutes per patient in our experience, and a vast room dedicated to gait examination is needed. These could be major drawbacks for its use in clinical practice in OA patients. Whereas the reliability of measurement parameters using 3D motion analysis systems has been well evaluated in normal adult gait [34, 35] , it has not yet been sufficiently evaluated for quantitative kinematic gait variables in OA patients. It is therefore necessary to improve the intersession and intra-session reliability of gait parameters to minimize the numbers of trials and to limit the number of patients to be included in each study. Concerning construct validity, unexpected weak correlations were found in one study [12] between functional sub scores and selected gait parameters in ageing OA patients. This might suggest that the self-perceived physical status did not reflect objective physical performance such as gait speed. The present results show that 3D gait analysis is capable of discriminating between healthy subjects and OA patients.
In a future study, it would be interesting to evaluate the capacity of these parameters to discriminate between OA of varying severity. Moreover, the results suggest that kinematic parameters are probably responsive outcome measures in OA However, the sensitivity to change remains to be confirmed in additional studies because of conflicting results observed for total joint replacement and because of the lack of sufficient data. The findings from this study must be considered in the light of its limitations, which reflect limits in the field of motion analysis. Firstly, heterogeneity in gait analysis systems and in experimental walking protocols was noticed. Secondly, the low number of patients included does not provide sufficient statistical power to detect small differences. Thirdly, the heterogeneity of the ageing or knee OA populations and of study designs made systemic-analysis inappropriate. Data must therefore be interpreted with caution. Moreover, only the psychometric properties of kinematic parameters were assessed in the present study and a specific systematic literature search on kinetic and electromyographic parameters in OA of the OA -Osteoarthritis BMI -Body Mass Index NSAIDS -Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs
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